Meet the Crew

Host/Executive Producer/Creator, Jon Olson
Jon Olson has an assorted background in both music and
acting. Raised in South Dakota, Olson grew up playing
trumpet in swing bands and has also played music
professionally. Jon is a professional actor, musician and
voice-over talent.
Currently, Jon is hosting Portland's number one
entertainment and travel TV show -- PDXposed. Jon's style
and wit lend perfectly to this interactive and highly
charged television show, and he recently received a
coveted Emmy Nomination for his outstanding TV hosting.
Tune in to PDXposed and you'll see why!

Co-Executive Producer, Tim Sugden
Tim has been part of the entertainment industry since the
age of 16 joining the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey
Circus as a vendor and was part of the family for Disney on
Ice for 17 years. In 1998, he moved on to start and publish
SEEN Magazine with a good friend in Portland. In 2005, he
started working with PDX Magazine in Sales and also as a Key
Photographer.
Tim joined the crew of PDXposed recently, as Co-Executive
Producer.

Production Manager, Julie Joachims
Julie is the mamacita of PDXposed! She has been involved
with the music and entertainment industry since 1993 as a
stage manager and director of merchandizing for numerous
local Portland bands and Benefits.
Her knowledge of the show business and managing the
creative process makes Julie a key member of the PDXposed
team.

Senior Editor/Camera, Josh Martin
It's been said that Josh Martin was born in 1982 with a
director's script in one hand and a video camera in the other.
Although his mother might disagree with the birth story, she
would however note that at a very early age Martin did make
short films using two VCR's and a home handicam.
He's carried those talents to this day where he can frequently
be found directing, editing and shooting for PDXposed TV
Show.

Videographer/Editing, Mike Ferry
Mike Ferry is an Emmy winning videographer born
and raised in Portland, OR. He has been fascinated
by the art of filmmaking since he can remember.
Instead of cartoons he was brought up watching
Jacques Cousteu documentaries and "Wild America"
with Marty Stouffer. He is a graduate of the
University of Oregon with a bachelor degree in
Journalism and Video Production.
Mike is currently shooting for PDXposed and loves
exploring all that Portland has to offer.

Videographer, Jayson VanZeipel aka "Zippy"
Zippy is a home-grown Oregonian, and has lived his
entire life in the state of Oregon and a graduate of
Oregon State University in Speech Communications.
Starting in the entertainment industry by working on
freelance videos and working on live local sporting
events. Zippy has a strong background in video
production, with a specialization on action events.
His style and creativity with the video camera lends
perfectly to the outstanding PDXposed video
shooting style that our viewers have come to know and expect.

